The fast marching algorithm, and its variants, solves numerically the generalized eikonal equation associated to an underlying riemannian metric M. A major challenge for these algorithms is the non-isotropy of the riemannian metric, which magnitude is characterized by the anisotropy ratio κ(M) ∈ [1, ∞]. Applications of the eikonal equation to image processing [1, 3] often involve large anisotropy ratios, which motivated the design of new algorithms.
Introduction
The Generalized Eikonal Equation is a Partial Differential Equation (PDE), which characterizes the riemannian distance, associated to a riemannian metric M, between a domain's boundary and an arbitrary point of this domain. Alternatively this PDE is also the level set formulation of an elementary front propagation model [9] , where the front speed is dictated locally by the front position and orientation, a dependence encoded in the riemannian metric M, but independent of global properties of the front, or higher order properties such as its curvature. This restrictive setting allows to compute numerically the front evolution using the fast marching algorithm or its variants, which are derivatives of Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm, instead of more costly level set methods. Solutions to the Generalized Eikonal equation have numerous applications [9] , including medical image processing [1, 3] which motivates this work. In this context, pronounced anisotropies are not uncommon, which challenges currently available algorithms.
The original fast marching algorithm [10] is limited to isotropic metrics. Several variants were later developed, which can handle limited [3] or arbitrary [8, 6] anisotropies. Anisotropy magnitude is characterized by the anisotropy ratio κ(M), see (3) , which reflects the local distortion of distances. The method [6] was developed for applications based on a cartesian grid, such as image processing, where robustness to large anisotropies is crucial, both in terms of computational complexity and numerical accuracy. This algorithm was originally limited to two and three dimensional domains, but we extend it to four dimensions in the last section of this paper. The complexity O(N ln N + N ln κ(M)) of this algorithm, where N denotes the cardinality of the discrete computational domain, is similar to that of the original isotropic fast marching algorithm O(N ln N ), under the weak assumption that the number of discretization points N exceeds the anisotropy ratio κ(M) (in typical applications κ(M) < ∼ 100 and N > ∼ 10 4 ). We study in this paper the accuracy of this algorithm, motivated by numerical experiments, which showed significant improvements over an alternative method [2] for solving the generalized eikonal equation. More precisely, the highly anisotropic benchmark (κ(M) = 100) presented on Figure 3 in [6] shows an error reduction by a factor 7 on a 1200 × 1200 grid, while the computation time is reduced by a factor 200. The error analysis in the case of an arbitrary continuous riemannian metric M on a general domain was not succeeded, and we therefore restrict our attention to case of a constant metric M on the domain IR d \ {0}. While this simplified setting is purely academic, the author believes that it gives a valuable insight on the local behavior of the general case. Note that the fast marching algorithm, and most of its variants, are first order discretizations of the eikonal equation PDE, but that we are interested the precise dependence of the numerical error with respect to the anisotropy ratio κ(M). In the worst case scenario, our error bound grows like a power of κ(M). We show however in Theorems 1 and 2 that, in an average sense over all space directions, the numerical error in independent of the anisotropy ratio κ(M).
In order to state our results, we need to introduce some notations. We consider a fixed integer d ≥ 1, and we denote by S 
Consider an open domain Ω IR d , and a riemannian metric M ∈ C 0 (Ω, S + d ). The generalized eikonal equation is the following PDE :
We chose null boundary conditions for simplicity, and we refer the reader interested in more general boundary conditions to the discussion in [2] . The PDE (2) characterizes the distance function D ∈ C 0 (Ω, IR + ) to the boundary of Ω : the unique viscosity solution [4] is
, where z ∈ Ω and u, v ∈ IR d are vectors of unit euclidean norm. In other words
The discretization of the PDE (2) takes the form of a fixed point problem [10, 2, 6] 
where Ω * and ∂Ω * denote discrete sets devoted to the sampling of the continuous domain Ω and its boundary ∂Ω respectively, and d : Ω * ∪ ∂Ω * → IR + denotes a discrete map. The Hopf-Lax Figure 1 : Three M -reduced meshes, produced using different strategies, for a matrix M ∈ S + 2 of anisotropy ratio κ(M ) = 10 and eigenvector (1, 0.6).
update operator Λ(d, z) can take several forms, but depends only on the value of d(x) for a finite number of points of x ∈ Ω * ∪ ∂Ω * , referred to as the neighbors of z. Under suitable assumptions, the fixed point problem (4) can be solved by iterative methods [2] . If in addition the Hopf-Lax operator Λ satisfies a causality property (see Lemma 1.3), then the fast marching algorithm [10] can be applied to decouple (4) and solve it in a "single pass", using a clever ordering of the set Ω * .
In order to make a sharp error analysis of this numerical scheme, we restrict as announced our attention to a very specific (and academic) setting. We consider the domain Ω = IR d \ {0}, thus ∂Ω = {0}, which will be discretized on the cartesian grid : Ω * := ZZ d \ {0}, ∂Ω * := {0}. We fix a matrix M ∈ S + d and we consider the constant riemannian metric defined by M(z) = M for all z ∈ IR d . We denote by D M the solution of (2), which has the explicit expression
We use the variant introduced in [6] of the Hopf-Lax update operator Λ, which is based on a M -reduced mesh T (see Definition 1.1 in [6] ), fixed in the rest of this paper. In other words T is a finite conforming mesh which satisfies the following properties (I) The union of the simplices T ∈ T is a neighborhood of the origin.
(II) The vertices of each simplex T ∈ T lie on the lattice ZZ d , and T has volume 1/d!. (III) For each T ∈ T , one of the vertices of T is the origin 0, and the others denoted by
For each map d :
where the minimum is taken among all 1
and all non-zero vertices v 1 , · · · , v k of a common simplex T ∈ T . By convention, 0 × ∞ = 0. For information, in the case of a non-constant riemannian metric M, a distinct M(z)-reduced mesh T z is attached to each discrete point z and used to define the operator Λ(·, z), see [6] .
Our first result bounds the numerical error
, in terms of the geometry of the local mesh T . We introduce the bounding radius r M (T ) ∈ IR + , the radii r M (T ) ∈ IR + and the angles θ M (T ) ∈ [0, π], for T ∈ T , defined by
Note that the extrema defining r M (T ) and θ M (T ) are attained for vertices of T . We denote by IR + T the cone spanned by a simplex T ∈ T :
Theorem 1. If the Hopf-Lax update operator Λ is defined by (7), then the fixed point problem
has a unique solution, which can be obtained "in one pass" using the fast marching algorithm.
where ln + (r) := max{ln r, 0}. More precisely, if −z ∈ IR + T for some T ∈ T , then
Inequality (10) states that the discrete output d M of the fast marching algorithm overestimates the exact solution D M by a logarithmic factor, which is at most proportional to bounding radius r M (T ). This should not be a surprise, since the bounding radius r M (T ) reflects the discretization step as seen by the matrix M , and since this algorithm relies on a first order discretization of the eikonal equation. The slightly sharper estimate (11) takes into account the angle width of the simplex T .
Our second main result is an average estimate of the radius r M (T ), when the M -reduced mesh T is constructed as described in [6] , in dimension d ≤ 3 and as described in Proposition 3.2 in dimension 4. A key feature of this construction is that it guarantees a uniform bound on the mesh cardinality (#(T ) ≤ 6, 24 or 768 if d = 2, 3 or 4 respectively), and therefore a small complexity of the resulting numerical scheme, independently of the matrix M and thus of its anisotropy ratio κ(M ).
We introduce the successive Minkowski minima
Note that
, an upper bound which is attained in the case of a diagonal matrix. We will use Minkowski's second theorem on successive minima ( [5] , p 199), a classical result of the geometry of numbers which states that for any M ∈ S 
Combining this inequality with Minkowski's second theorem on successive minima (13), one obtains the lower bound
and ω d denotes the volume of the d-dimensional unit ball. The next theorem shows that this lower estimate for r M (T ) is also an upper estimate, in an average sense, when the mesh T is constructed with our methods.
and T is a M -reduced mesh constructed as described in Proposition 1.9 or Proposition 1.10 of [6] , or Proposition 3.2 of this paper, then
(15)
We denoted by O d the compact group of d × d orthogonal matrices, equipped with the canonical Haar probability measure.
Let us immediately stress that the scaling factor (det M ) 1 2d does not depend on the anisotropy of M : it is the same for the identity matrix and for a 2 × 2 matrix of eigenvalues λ, λ −1 . This factor only reflects the homogeneous scaling with M of the Minkowski minimum λ d (M ) (as well as the bounding radius r M (T ) and the exact or approximated distances D M and d M ). In view of this natural scaling, we may therefore limit our attention to matrices satisfying det(M ) = 1, in which case the average upper estimate (16) is fully independent of M . In contrast the uniform upper bound M 
As established in 2, and illustrated on Figure 2 , such large values of λ d (M ) are statistically rare -in fact they correspond to pathological situations where an eigenvector associated to the small eigenvalue of M is equal or close to a small element of ZZ d \ {0}, see §2. Theorems 1 and 2 therefore yield together a genuine result of non-linear approximation, which shows that the accuracy of the algorithm introduced in [6] does not degrade as the anisotropy ratio κ(M ) increases, at least in the case of a constant metric and in an average sense over all anisotropy orientations. We prove Theorems 1 and 2 respectively in §1 and §2. A numerical experiment is presented in §3, as well as the extension of the algorithm to dimension four.
Error analysis of anisotropic fast marching
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1, which is based on the notions of (discrete) sub-solution and super-solution of the fixed point discretization (4) of the eikonal equation. We refer to [2] for more discussions on these notions.
We allow discrete maps to take the value +∞.
The exact continuous solution of the eikonal equation happens, in our specific setting, to be a discrete sub-solution, as shown in the next proposition. Proof.
, and vertices (v i ) k i=1 of a common simplex T ∈ T as they appear in the Hopf-Lax operator (7). Since α 1 + · · · + α d = 1 we obtain using first convexity and second the triangle inequality
We next recall an argument often referred to as the Causality property, which is at the foundation of the fast marching algorithm. See [8] or [6] for a proof. 
The next proposition shows that any discrete super-solution d + is larger than any subsolution d − . A similar property is proved in [2] , on a finite discrete domain, by studying the point where the difference (d + − d − ) reaches its minimum. Since the domain ZZ d is infinite we cannot rely on this approach here, and we take advantage instead of the causality property. 
Proof. We denote by r (resp. R) the maximum (resp. minimum) radius such that the ellipsoid {u ∈ IR d ; u M ≤ r} is contained in (resp. contains) the union of the elements of T , which is by assumption a compact neighborhood of the origin. Using first the fact that d + is a supersolution, and second the definition (7) of Λ, we obtain that for each z ∈ ZZ d \ {0} there exists a vertex v of a simplex T ∈ T such that
Since
≤ K} is finite for any constant K < ∞, and it is therefore possible to sort the elements of {z ∈ ZZ d ; d + (z) < ∞} into a sequence (z n ) n≥0 ordered by increasing values :
We prove that d − (z n ) ≤ d + (z n ) by induction on n ∈ ZZ + . We first observe that d − (z 0 ) = 0 = d + (z 0 ), since z 0 = 0, and we next consider an arbitrary but fixed n ∈ ZZ + . In view of Lemma 1.3, there exists k ∈ {1, · · · , d}, some positive coefficients (α i ) k i=1 summing up to 1, and
, and therefore n i < n for all 
Proof. Since the union of the elements of T is a neighborhood of the origin (property (I) of the mesh T ), there exists as announced a simplex T such that −z ∈ IR + T . This inclusion implies the existence of non-negative reals such that z The variant studied here of the fast marching algorithm was shown in [6] to produce a solution of the system (4) in a finite number of steps, in the case of a general continuous metric on a compact periodic domain. This algorithm involves local meshes T z for each discrete point z, which in the case of a constant metric are all equal to T . In order to adapt the proof of [6] to the case of a constant metric on an infinite domain, we briefly outline its main features. This algorithm produces a decreasing sequence (d n ) n≥0 of super-solutions of the system (9) : d n (z) ≤ d m (z) for all n ≤ m and all z ∈ ZZ d . The first element d 0 of this sequence satisfies d 0 (0) = 0 and d 0 (z) = ∞ for all z = 0. Simultaneously, this algorithm produces an injective sequence of points (z n ) n≥0 which has the following properties :
takes finite values on the set {z ∈ ZZ d ; z n = z + v for some vertex v of T z }, and coincides with d n outside of this set. Proposition 1.6. The set Z := {z n ; n ≥ 0} coincides with ZZ d , and a solution d to the system (9) is given by the decreasing limit, for all z ∈ ZZ d ,
Proof. We first observe that d n (z) ≥ z M for all z ∈ ZZ d and all n ≥ 0, since d n is a supersolution of the system (9), and z → z M a sub-solution.
Let n ≥ 0 be arbitrary, and let v be an arbitrary vertex of T . Since d n+1 (z n − v) < ∞ (using property (iii) of the sequence (z n ) n≥0 , and recalling that T = T z for a constant metric), the cardinality n :
} is finite, which shows that z n − v = z m for some m < n (using (i)).
As a result for any z ∈ Z and any vertex v of T we have z − v ∈ Z. Since the minimum value of d 0 is attained at the origin only, we have z 0 = 0 and therefore 0 ∈ Z. Since any z ∈ ZZ d can be written under the form (19), it follows that Z = ZZ d . In view of (ii), the discrete map defined by (20) is a solution of the system (9), which concludes the proof.
The fast marching algorithm is regarded as a "one pass algorithm" because the sequence (z n ) n≥0 is injective. In the case of a constant metric this implies in particular, using property (iii), that for any z ∈ ZZ d , the cardinality of {n ≥ 0; d n+1 (z) = d n (z)} is bounded by the number of vertices of T . Proposition 1.6 establishes the first part of Theorem 1, while Propositions 1.2 and 1.4 imply the lower estimates for d M in (10) and (11).
Construction of a discrete super-solution
We construct in this section an explicit discrete super-solution d + of the system (9). Using its expression, and the fact that super-solutions are larger than solutions, we obtain the upper estimates for d M announced in Theorem 1, (10) and (11), which concludes its proof.
We consider an arbitrary simplex T ∈ T , which is fixed throughout this section, and we define a discrete map d + : ZZ d → IR + ∪ {∞} as follows. If z ∈ ZZ d is such that −z / ∈ IR + T , then we set d + (z) := ∞. Otherwise we write z under the form (19), and we define
The summation appearing in d + can be bounded as follows :
where we used in the first inequality the upper bound β i ≤ z M / v i M (due to the acuteness condition (6)), and
For the second inequality we used the growth of r → r ln(1 + ln + (λ/r)) on IR * + , for any fixed λ > 0. Let us assume for a moment that d + is a super-solution, which implies that d + ≥ d M . Then combining (22) and (21) we obtain the upper estimates in (11). Since the simplex T ∈ T is arbitrary, we also obtain (10), which concludes the proof of Theorem 1.
In order to prove that d + is a super-solution, we need a preliminary lemma, on the Taylor development of the · M norm, under an acuteness condition.
dimensional case, which is covered by Proposition 3.2 of this paper, the vertices also have the form ε 1 u 1 + ε 2 u 2 + ε 3 u 3 + ε 4 u 4 , where three of the |ε i | are bounded by 1 and the remaining one is bounded by 2. The announced inequality (15) again follows from the triangle inequality.
We next turn to the proof of (16), in which the dimension d ≥ 1 is arbitrary. The orthogonal group O d is equipped with the canonical Haar probability measure. We denote by R a random orthogonal matrix, and by P the probability of an event in O d .
For each matrix M ∈ S 
where Proof. We denote by B := {x ∈ IR d ; |x| ≤ 1} the euclidean unit ball, and we introduce the set
Since the Haar measure on O d is invariant under the action of rotations, its image by R → Ru is the uniform probability on the euclidean sphere. The probability estimated in (24) is therefore equal to |B 0 |/|B|. The invariance of the Haar measure under rotations also allows us to assume without loss of generality that M is a diagonal matrix. For notational simplicity we denote
Our next result is an estimate in probability of the first Minkowski minimum of M :
where
, and C(d) denotes the constant from Lemma 2.1.
Proof. We introduce the collection of points E := {u ∈ ZZ d ; 0 < |u| ≤ δ/ν 1 (M )}, and we observe that Ru M ≥ δ for any u ∈ ZZ d \ (E ∪ {0}) and any R ∈ O d . We obtain
where in the third line we applied Lemma 2.1 to the normalized vectors u/|u|, u ∈ E. In order to estimate
We observe that u ∞ ≤ |u|, and that for each positive integer k there exists exactly (2k
Remarking that (2k
, we bound the right hand side of (27) by (δ/ν 1 (M ))2d3 d−1 . Combining this estimate with (26), we conclude the proof.
The right part of Minkowski's second theorem on successive minima (13) implies
This concludes the proof of (16) in the case of a matrix M of determinant 1.
The general case of an arbitrary determinant can be reduced to the case det(M ) = 1 by homogeneity. Indeed the determinant is homogeneous : det(µ 2 M ) = µ 2d det(M ), for any µ > 0; and so are Minkowski's minima : λ i (µ 2 M ) = µ λ i (M ) (this is an immediate consequence of the homogeneity of the norm :
3 Numerical experiments, and extension to dimension 4
We discuss in the first part of this section some two-dimensional numerical experiments, which illustrate our two main results Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. These numerical experiments are conducted in the restrictive setting which is the framework of these results: a constant riemannian metric. The reader interested in benchmarks closer to applications is referred to [6] . The second part of this section is devoted to the extension of our variant of the fast marching algorithm to four dimensional domains.
We conducted some numerical experiments, in which the anisotropic eikonal equation associated to a constant riemannian metric M = M ∈ S + 2 is discretized on the finite grid Ω * := {−500, · · · , 500} 2 \ {(0, 0)} and solved using three different methods. The matrix M has eigenvalues 1/10 and 10, thus anisotropy ratio κ(M ) = 10, and the eigenvector associated to the eigenvalue 1/10 is (1, 0.6). The fast marching algorithm (FM) is applied with two different M -reduced meshes T 1 and T 2 presented on Figure 3 (top and bottom respectively), of cardinality 6 and 10 respectively. The mesh T 1 is constructed as described in Proposition 1.9 in [6] . The Figure 3 : The two meshes T 1 (top) and T 2 (bottom). Portion of the domain where our error analysis of the fast marching algorithm applies (thick, dashed, red arrows) for T 1 (center) and T 2 (right). mesh T 2 is obtained using a different strategy, which will be the object of a future article : an iterative subdivision procedure which stops when the mesh satisfies the acuteness condition (6) . The results are compared with with the Iterative Iterative Gauss Siedel (IGS) algorithm introduced in [2] . The computation times were obtained on a 2.4Ghz core 2 duo laptop. Surprisingly, the IGS is the fastest algorithm on this test case, but it is also the most imprecise. Indeed the numerical error (on the first line of the table) is reduced by a factor 9 when one replaces the IGS with the fast marching algorithm with the mesh T 1 , and by an additional factor 3 with the mesh T 2 . For comparison, the original isotropic fast marching algorithm, with M = Id and on the same domain, yields a numerical error of 2.1, which confirms that our variant of the fast marching algorithm did not suffer from the anisotropy of M , contrary to the IGS. The numerical error is defined as the maximum absolute value of the difference D − d between the exact solution of the eikonal equation D(z) = z M , and a discrete approximation d produced by the algorithm of interest. The maximum is taken either on the whole finite grid Ω * for the first line of the table, or for the second line on a subset Ω 1 * which is described in the next remark.
Remark 3.1. The error analysis presented in Theorem 1 was obtained on the infinite grid ZZ 2 \{(0, 0)}, instead of the finite grid Ω * = {−500, · · · , 500} 2 \ {(0, 0)}, and is not automatically valid on the whole Ω * for the following reason. Consider two non-zero vertices u, v of a triangle T in the M -reduced mesh T , and α, β ∈ ZZ + such that z := −(αu + βv) belongs to the discrete domain. We used in Proposition 1.8 that −(α u + β v) also belongs to the discrete domain, for all 0 ≤ α ≤ α and all 0 ≤ β ≤ β.
This property does not hold for the mesh T 1 and the finite grid Ω * , but does hold for the mesh T 2 on the same grid, see Figure 3 (center and right respectively). More precisely, for the mesh T 1 , this property holds on a subset Ω 1 * which contains approximately 37% of the elements of Ω * , and is illustrated on Figure 3 (center; thick, dashed, red arrows). As expected, and illustrated on the second line of the table, the numerical error of the fast marching algorithm with the M -reduced The non-negativity of the above expressions shows as announced that any two non-zero vertices u, v of any simplex of the form (28) form a non-negative scalar product. We obtain a similar conclusion for simplices of the form (29) 
Conclusion
We have continued in this paper the analysis of a variant of the fast marching algorithm, introduced in [6] , which is particularly efficient in the context of large anisotropies. The computational complexity of this method was known to be largely insensitive to anisotropy. This paper establishes, in the special case of a constant metric on the domain IR d \ {0}, 1 ≤ d ≤ 4, and in an average sense over all anisotropy orientations, that the numerical accuracy not affected either by anisotropy, however pronounced. A two-dimensional numerical experiment confirms this excellent accuracy, and an extension of the algorithm to four dimensional domains is presented. Future work will be devoted to the error analysis in the case of a general continuous metric, and to the application of this algorithm to medical image and data analysis.
